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INTRODUCTION

R E S U LT S & D I S C U S S I O N

M AT E R I A L S & M E T H O D S
Samples: 42 single ink strokes on plain white office paper
using Copic® Sketch markers and a blended ink sample
composed of B02, B69, RV25, R39, E00, E37, V09, V20,
Y00, and Y13 inks
Instrument: VSC 6000 by Foster & Freeman

Pen ink samples can act as crucial pieces of evidence
for forensic document examiners (FDEs). However, there
is little research on felt-tipped pens, despite the popularity
of these types of pens in artistic industries, and their
optical properties of are rarely studied. This research
intends to expand upon a previously understudied area of
questioned documents and to provide information on how
a FDE can objectively analyze felt-tipped pen inks.
The Video Spectral Comparator (VSC) is a method of
choice for the comparative examination of inks that allows
users to analyze inks under different light sources. Optical
characteristics can be observed using light sources, and
pen inks can show a combination optical characteristics
depending on the ink’s chemical makeup. Observing
optical characteristics is a subjective approach. An
unexplored option for analyzing these characteristics is
ImageJ. Using ImageJ to analyze the optical
characteristics of pen inks is a novel approach that could
be potentially applied in future research studies.
In this study the optical characteristics of inks from
forty-two colored, felt-tipped, alcohol-based blending
. markers will be analyzed using a VSC and ImageJ [1, 2].
The goals of this research are to develop a VSC protocol
and determine if gray values extracted from the VSC data
using ImageJ software can be used as an objective
comparative tool for ink samples.

Develop VSC 6000 protocol
Obtain images using VSC protocol
Analyze images using ImageJ
Figure 4: The gray values of ink samples using the Spot Fluorescence 400-485
nm + 645 nm filter.

Figure 3: The gray values of ink samples using the Flood + 645 nm filter.
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Asterisks indicate ink stroke samples used to create preliminary protocol.

Figure 5: Most discriminatory filters for B02 – Flood + VIS, Flood + 645 nm, Spot Fluorescence 400-485 nm + 645 nm, & Spot IR Fluorescence 545-675 nm + 725 nm.
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Table 1: Proposed VSC protocol
for IR absorbance and UV
fluorescence.

Illumination
Source
Spot
Fluorescence
400-485 nm
400-535 nm
485-590 nm
515-640 nm
545-675 nm

Filter

645 nm
780 nm
725 nm
695 nm
725nm

Table
2:
Proposed
VSC
protocol for IR Luminescence.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 6: Most discriminatory filters for RV25 – Flood + VIS, Flood + 645 nm, Spot Fluorescence 400-485 nm + 645 nm, & Spot Fluorescence 485-590 nm + 725 nm.

Figure 1: Images of 6 out of 42 ink stroke samples at 3.40x. Samples
shown are RV55, R17, YR04, Y13, YG13, and BG15.
Figure 7: Light blue portion of the heart from the blended ink sample
under Flood + VIS, Flood + 645 nm, Spot Fluorescence 400-485 nm +
645 nm, & Spot IR Fluorescence 545-675 nm + 725 nm filters at 18.51x.

.

Figure 2: Left, Image of the blended ink sample at 1.80x. Right, images
of the blue and red flower, from blended ink sample at 16.31x and
14.65x, respectively.

Illumination
Source
Flood

Figure 10: Yellow flower from blended ink sample under Flood + VIS, Flood + 645 nm,
Spot Fluorescence 400-485 nm + 645 nm, Spot Fluorescence 400-535 nm + 780 nm,
Spot Fluorescence 515-640 nm + 695 nm, & UV 365 nm + VIS filters at 10.58x.

Figure 9: Red flower from blended ink sample under Flood + VIS, Flood + 645 nm, Spot
Fluorescence 400-485 nm + 645 nm, & Spot Fluorescence 485-590 nm + 725 nm filters.

Figure 8: Blue flower from blended ink sample under Flood + VIS, Flood
+ 645 nm, Spot Fluorescence 400-485 nm + 645 nm, Spot Fluorescence
515-640 nm + 695, & Spot Fluorescence 545-675 nm + 725 nm filters.

Important Findings
• Average gray value range: 27 (black) to 231 (white)
• Strong IR absorbance = lower gray values
• Strong IR luminescence = higher gray values
• VSC protocol + ImageJ best for single ink stroke samples

Ink Stroke Samples
• Developed VSC protocol resulted in 26 of 42 samples
that were visually distinguishable.
• 40 out of 42 samples were distinguishable using only
gray value measurements.
• All samples were distinguishable with the VSC protocol
and gray value measurements.
• Flood illumination + 650 nm filter was best for IR
absorbance.
• Spot IR Fluor. 400-485 nm illumination + 645 nm filter
was best for IR luminescence for most color groups.
Blended Ink Sample
• Visually see many similarities between blended and
single ink stroke sample comparisons using only VSC
protocol.
• Gray values from similar inks from blended and ink
stroke samples were mostly statistically different.
• Gray value analysis shows potential but needs
development.
• VSC + ImageJ gray value analysis was most efficient
for distinguishing between single ink stroke samples.
• Developed VSC protocol sufficient for comparing
optical characteristics in blended samples.
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